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LUXURY ESTATE HOMES REIMAGINED

Fall 2020 Parade Home

I ntroducing Riverstone Estates….a picturesque community in Chatham County,
just minutes from the lower Haw River and Jordan Lake.

Your elegant sanctuary awaits you - choose from a select 33 estate-sized homesites, from 2 to 5 acres, on beautiful rolling terrain
bordered on 2 sides by North Carolina state park land. Each luxury home features Universal Design – where smooth transitions,
easy access for all family and guests blend seamlessly with stunning craftsmanship and the latest of sought after design features.
Choose from homes under construction or select your homesite and custom build with one of our luxury craftsmen.

R I V E R S T O N E
E S T A T E S

Priced from the $900s to $2 Million
By Appointment:

919.926.5563 | 155 Riverstone Dr, Pittsboro NC | RiverstoneEstatesLiving.com

A VISION REALIZED. YOUR DREAM HOME AWAITS.

NOW AVAILABLE

NOW AVAILABLE

COMPLETION IN AUGUST 2020

COMPLETION IN AUGUST 2020

URBAN SOPHISTICATION. NEIGHBORHOOD CHARM. STEPS FROM DOWNTOWN.

Presenting a unique vision in upscale comfort and reﬁnement, designed to complement the historic legacy of the surrounding Glenwood South and
Cameron Park neighborhoods. Descend the breathtaking ﬂoating staircase, encased in glass and lit from above by the warm glow of a skylight. Cross
the gorgeous white oak ﬂoors to your designer chef's kitchen, adorned with quartz countertops, custom inset cabinetry and high-end appliances.
Exclusivity, timeless style and top-tier comfort await you in this coveted downtown location on St. Mary’s Street. Only ﬁve units remaining!
Contact c.zuvic@monarchrealty.co or 919.210.5571 to schedule a tour.

cameroncrest.com
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BIG FUN
Designer Lindsay Speace renovates a Hope Valley home
for a family of six, infusing it with their joyful, irreverent
sense of style.
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THE GREAT INDOORS
Designer Sandra Moncada-Mainz designs an open-concept
home for a Raleigh couple entering a new stage in life.
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BRING ON THE BLUE
A couple enlists designers Liles Dunnigan and Zandy
Gammons to update their home using a color palette of
blues and greens.
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Unequivocally soft, feminine, and as flowery as
its namesake, lilac is the powdery pastel you’ll
want to incorporate into your home.
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For designer Don Ricardo Massenburg,
inspiration comes in many forms. Find out what
inspires him and fuels his passion for design.

WAY BEYOND BASIC
Triangle Tile & Stone of NC provides access to
handmade and hand-painted artisan-created
tile, resulting in an art form as unique as the
homeowners.
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With a deep knowledge of style, design trends,
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From the editor

On the Cover:
Designer Lindsay Speace
infuses a family’s Hope
Valley home with grownup fun (page 38).

Lindsay M. Powell
Editor in Chief
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PORTRAIT: ANNA ROUTH; ON THE COVER: BRIE WILLIAMS.

t's hard to believe that summer is already half over,
although I can't say it's exactly flown by. The normal activities of the season have looked quite different this year.
Intimate gatherings have replaced sweltering backyard
cookouts bustling with friends and family, and date nights
at the beach (which I so look forward to) have been replaced
by meal kits delivered to my door. But even so, I have spotted
pockets of the suntanned and sandy exuberance that are the signature of these balmy months.
Another defining characteristic of summer 2020 is a renewed
focus on our interiors and the tackling of long-procrastinated home
projects. I am happy to have checked a new garage gym and patio off
of my list, and it’s been amusing to compare notes with my neighbors
as they tackle their own projects. Staying at home has lent us the opportunity to (quite literally) look inward, to use this time to improve
upon what we have.
If you’re looking for ideas to help you elevate your interiors, let
our Kitchen & Bath issue—filled with stunning spaces—serve as
your muse. Designer Lindsay Speace creates a home brimming with
pattern and color for a family of six, allowing their playful personalities to shine through (page 38). A family builds their dream home on
a lot with sweeping views and enlists the talents of designer Sandra
Moncada-Mainz to help bring the outdoors in (page 50). And designers Liles Dunnigan and Zandy Gammons give a Raleigh home a fresh
update with oceanic hues (page 62).
Up front, we drop in on a summer garden soiree, orchestrated
by Deborah Zinn of The Curated Table, that’s chock-full of ideas for
your next outdoor get-together—whenever that may be (page 22). A
couple’s kitchen and bath get a Mediterranean-infused renovation
inspired by their travels, courtesy of designer Lauren McKay (page
28). And designer Don Ricardo Massenburg gives us a masculine
office design that is both modern and luxurious (page 34). After all,
what room represents 2020 better than the home office?
I encourage you to take this opportunity to create a space that
truly brings you joy. May the rest of your summer be peaceful, safe,
and filled with the simple pleasures that make life beautiful.
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STEVEN SHELL
LIVING
“so much more than just a great furniture store”

BORN IN LONDON
ENJOYED AROUND
THE WORLD
EST. 1992

CAMERON VILLAGE
2030 Clark Avenue Raleigh, NC 27605
919.803.1033
MOULTRIE PLAZA
640 Coleman Blvd. Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464
843.216.3900
@stevenshellliving | stevenshellliving.com

CASE GOODS, UPHOLSTERY, LIGHTING, ACCESSORIES, RUGS AND OBJETS DE VERTU!

DESIGN FOR THE TRADE
CHARLOTTE
2122 Freedom Drive, Suite A
Charlotte, NC 28208
704.358.0277

RALEIGH
1405 Capital Blvd
Raleigh, NC 27603
919.832.5555

ahokelimited.com
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While the world has been in neutral gear the past few
months, creative minds are anything but idle. Here’s
a roundup of new discoveries in kitchen and bath
innovation, craft, and luxury. Full steam ahead.
Written by Anne Marie Ashley
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox

CURVE APPEAL

Known for her tailored and timeless designs
executed with a fresh approach and expert
precision, designer Kara Cox elevates the pretty
to gorgeous. So after working with Thompson
Traders on custom pieces for many of her projects,
it seemed natural for the two to team up to
create a new line of kitchen and bath fixtures.
Inspired by the rounded edges and the soft,
feminine vibe of the vacation home Cox visited
in Quintana Roo, Mexico, the five-piece collection
takes on a unique aesthetic that transcends the
everyday. By softening the often hard, clean lines
of typical wood, stone, and metal fixtures, the
hand-crafted metal pieces in this collection are
durable yet stunning works of art. “Thompson
Traders’ custom capabilities have consistently
impressed me and my clients,” Cox says. “Clients
love having a piece that is exclusive to their home.”
thompsontraders.com
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MADAME
BELSHIRE

There is something about the glamour of
the 1920s golden era that brings out the
Gatsby in all of us. The luxury, the modern
lines, and the glitz of polished materials
can stop anyone in their tracks—which
is why the new Belshire Collection from
DXV is mesmerizing. With modern fixtures
in elegant designs and mixed-material
finishes, the collection exemplifies the Art
Deco style that marks the ultra-luxe period.
Mixing metals becomes an art, and consumers can have their pick. For the personal
shower set and hand shower, tub spout,
trim kits, grid drain, and other accessories,
options include satin brass, platinum nickel,
brushed nickel, and chrome.
birddecorativehardware.com

BETTER DAYS

The new additions to the Studio 13 summer
collection from Renaissance Tile & Bath
revel in the everyday that is life in 2020. The
old patterns that reminded us of home,
the slower pace that allowed time to reflect
on what makes life beautiful, and the
attention to tiny details that catch the eye
are the focus of this collection. Described
as bucolic and undeniably nostalgic,
conveyed through lively and exquisite
pastoral motifs, this collection will become
a timeless treasure of stranger times.
renaissancetileandbath.com

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT: COURTESY OF DXV; COURTESY OF RENAISSANCE TILE & BATH; COURTESY OF THOMPSON TRADERS AT FERGUSON BATH, KITCHEN & LIGHTING GALLERY.

ON THE
HORIZON

©2020 Ferguson Enterprises LLC 0720 2030998

MAKE
THE MOST
OF YOUR
HOME

Minimalist

YOUR LOCAL SHOWROOM: RALEIGH

Shop online or schedule a personalized appointment from the
comfort of your home today at fergusonshowrooms.com.

market

UNDER THE
ILLUSION

FULLY
ILLUMINATED

A leader in the design and manufacturing of contemporary
lighting, Sonneman has come up with a 360-degree lighting
system that will change the way you think about form and
function. Renowned for his award-winning designs, Robert
Sonneman continues to push the boundaries of clean lines
and innovative approaches. He now debuts the Purolinear
360—a series of linear tubes, set within the geometry of
surface-mounted cylinder brackets, that rotate individually
to direct illumination in every direction on the axis.
Arranged in a linear pattern or along a single path, the
possibilities are endless. trigmodern.com

BACK IN
BLACK
RHODES SHOW

Elevate your bathroom accessories from
ordinary and functional to pretty and delightful
with the Rhodes Collection from Pigeon and
Poodle. High contrast black marble with white
veining is now trimmed in timeless brass
accents, taking it up a notch for a display-worthy
group of accessories. From wastebasket to
toothbrush holder, the essentials are covered.
pigeonandpoodle.com
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There is a reason the little
black dress never goes out
of style. Black is timeless,
popular, and never over—or
under—done. This is why the
makers at Franz Viegener
have released a satin black
finish in their most popular
designs. In contrast to
traditional powder coating,
this new, rich satin black
is fingerprint-proof, with
an inviting tactile sheen
and true depth of tone.
rjacobsfph.com

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: COURTESY OF NEMO TILE + STONE; COURTESY OF SONNEMAN; COURTESY OF FRANZ VIEGENER; COURTESY OF PIGEON AND POODLE.

Approaching their one-hundred-year
anniversary in 2021, Nemo Tile +
Stone never ceases to bring a fresh
and fun approach to the flooring and
tile industry. The new collection, Reef,
takes the popular hexagon shape and
turns it on its head. With varying colors
and patterned tiles, creations can run
the gamut from simple and pretty solid
colors to optical illusion creations that
delight the eye. nemotile.com

market

GIVE AND TAKE

In Norse mythology, the god Odin only has one eye. He gave
the other to Mimir in order to be allowed to drink from the
source of wisdom. Brizo has named their newest line after Odin,
which is fitting since the handles can be taken from one and
put on another. It’s the only line which has handles that are sold
separately. As inspired in name, the collection is also inspired by
Scandinavian design with its clean lines and minimalistic approach.
Brizo has designed two faucets, an Arc Spout and a Square Spout,
both equally striking but architecturally different. With a choice of
handles in metal or teak (with a matching finish or custom split
finish) as well as seven options for overall finish ranging from
warm to cool, the possibilities are dizzying.
fergusonshowrooms.com

Natural cut onyx is difficult to replicate, but Walker
Zanger’s new collection, Barcelona, nails the aesthetic
with expert precision. The Italian artisanship and
glazing technology produce the look of striking stone
patterns, authentically recreating the appearance of
vein-cut onyx. Available in four colors and three sizes,
the ability to create dramatic natural elements indoors
or out is uniquely yours. walkerzanger.com

CUSTOM CUP

A FINE
LINE

The Minimalist Collection
from Monogram was released
with much praise earlier
this year at the Kitchen &
Bath Industry Show, and it’s
not hard to see why. New
ultra-streamlined design and
expertly crafted metals give
way to a contemporary look
with all the function and none
of the fuss. Large-scale glass,
flush installation, LCD screens,
and push-to-open oven
doors eliminate the need for
hardware. To those who gush
over crisp edges, custom fits,
and luxe details, this collection
is the ultimate option.
kandbgalleries.com

The beauty in GE’s Café is the luxury of customizability with the comfort of
convenience and reliability. For the first time in a long time, Café will include
a small appliance—the Café Specialty Drip Coffee Maker. In keeping with the
brand built on offering distinct appliances with customizable designs, the Café
Specialty Drip Coffee Maker is perfect for those who love to express themselves
through their home appliances. It will be available in three finishes, including
matte white, matte black, and stainless-steel carafes trimmed with bronze
accents—a perfect complement to other appliances in the line. Features
include a voice-to-brew control paired with Alexa or Google, up to ten-cup brew
capacity, default brew profiles, and a delayed start. fergusonshowrooms.com
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: COURTESY OF WALKER ZANGER; COURTESY OF BRIZO; COURTESY OF MONOGRAM; COURTESY OF GE APPLIANCES.

COPY CAT

style | outdoor entertaining

GROWING a
Garden PARTY
From custom linens to hand-painted menus, Debra
Zinn of The Curated Table delights in the details.
Written by Erin M. Tate
Photography by Stacey Van Berkel

A restored hardware-store-turned-flower-studio
attached to a historic Hillsborough home provided
the perfect setting for the birthday gathering.

Remember the days of lighthearted gatherings, carefree conversations, and celebrations for celebration’s sake?
Let’s suspend present time and circumstance and immerse
ourselves in the breathtaking garden party Debra Zinn of The
Curated Table cultivated for her dear friend Cheryl Allen’s fiftieth
birthday party last summer.
“Anytime I can do a party outdoors, I do it,” Zinn says.
“People are more relaxed, less formal, and more themselves
when they are outside.”
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Allen’s party was co-hosted by longtime friend Christina Heilig.
Zinn took her cues from the beautiful setting—a restored hardwarestore-turned-flower-studio attached to a historic Hillsborough home
owned by Morgan Moylan of West Queen Studios.
Allen always dreamt of taking a flower-arranging class, so
Moylan’s studio was the perfect backdrop to begin the festivities.
Afterward, guests made their way through the kitchen, where they
were greeted with champagne and Chef Paris Mishoe’s signature BLT
and Brie bites.

style | outdoor entertaining

TOP LEFT: Chef Paris Mishoe’s lunch included warm buttermilk rolls served in
a cast-iron skillet.
TOP RIGHT: Guests enjoyed their meal overlooking lush gardens and
centerpieces created by Morgan Moylan.
BOTTOM: Grilled Sonoran chicken served with a salad of local greens, butternut
squash, North Carolina goat cheese, and candied pecans burst with local flavor.

The dining table was rooted under a covered patio
overlooking the property’s lush gardens from where Moylan
gathered fresh flowers to create the centerpieces. In the spirit
of Allen’s elegant but understated style, Zinn chose a blueand-white color scheme.
The table bloomed with custom-made blue-and-white
linens, Royal Copenhagen Blomst Dinnerware, hand-blown
turquoise water glasses, and bamboo flatware. Party favors
wrapped in marbled papers and hand-dyed velvet ribbons
decorated each setting.
To complement the flower pattern on the dinnerware,
artist Sybil Rockwell Robb composed a watercolor menu
detailing Chef Mishoe’s bountiful garden offerings.
“l love the details. The personal touches like the watercolor
menu that can be saved and framed—it makes the experience
unforgettable,” Zinn says.
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style | outdoor entertaining

LEFT: The vanilla-and-chocolate birthday cake created by Miel Bon Bons in
Durham enhanced the blue-and-white color scheme.
RIGHT: Before lunch, guests enjoyed a flower-arranging class at West Queen
Studio in Hillsborough.

“THIS HAS TAUGHT US TO SLOW
DOWN AND ENJOY OUR HOMES,
OUR FAMILIES, AND THE SIMPLE
PLEASURES OF EVERY DAY.”
—DEBORAH ZINN
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Guests dined on Chef Mishoe’s grilled Sonoran chicken accompanied by a salad of local greens, butternut squash, North
Carolina goat cheese, and candied pecans. Rounding out the
meal was a Sungold, peach, and corn salad with farmer’s
cheese, basil, and blueberries tossed in a sourwood-honey
vinaigrette and served with a side of buttermilk rolls.
The celebration ended with a flourish. The vanilla-andchocolate birthday cake created by Miel Bon Bons in
Durham blossomed with blue-and-white flowers inspired by
the dinnerware.
Traditionally, Zinn curates and rents bespoke table
settings for occasions big and small. But, like many of us,
the pandemic has her changing plans. She’s now creating
table settings for purchase.
“All the little things we took for granted are now more
appreciated. This has taught us to slow down and enjoy our
homes, our families, and the simple pleasures of every day,”
Zinn says.
Let’s all raise a toast for those special moments and stop and
smell the flowers, wherever and whenever they may bloom. u

A TRULY GRA ND OPENING.
AND AN EQUALLY IMPRESSIVE FINALE.

Own a home inspired by classic Pre-war architecture. Outﬁtted with carefully considered
modern amenities. Constructed with attention to every detail, from premium cabinetry to
state-of-the-art acoustic technology. And set the stage for your next act.
Extremely limited availability. Schedule a personal visit or Zoom tour today.

620W ADE . COM | 919.785.1445
B EACON S TREET R EALTY , LLC

renovations | kitchen & bath

MADE FOR THE

Mediterranean

A Durham couple pulls inspiration from their travels abroad to
guide the renovation of their kitchen and master bathroom.
Text by Blake Miller
Photography by Sara Coffin

D

esigner Lauren McKay’s clients wanted to build a custom
home. But after spending eighteen months interviewing
several home builders, the couple couldn’t agree on what
they wanted their home to look like let alone who should build it.
“The whole process just felt incredibly long and tedious,” the homeowner says. Faced with a crossroads, the couple decided that purchasing an existing home would be the next best step. After looking
at a few in the area, one finally caught their eyes. “We saw the
potential the moment we walked in,” says the homeowner of the
28 HOME DESIGN & DECOR TRIANGLE | AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2020

eight-thousand-square-foot home in Durham. “It looks over this
beautiful pool and rose garden.”
Despite its great bones, the home still needed a major uplift in
key spaces such as the kitchen and master bathroom. The homeowners enlisted the help of builder Doug Greene of Tobacco Road
Custom Builders and Twila Heiner of KB Express, who drew the
renderings of the made-over kitchen to install updated and more
modern spaces. “We’ve always been drawn to all-white kitchens,
so we knew that was what we wanted,” the homeowner says.

Complete source for appliances,
cabinets, countertops,
plumbing fixtures, tile & design.

kandbgalleries.com
Cary
108 E. Chatham Street
919-467-6341

Chapel Hill
1201-J Raleigh Road
919-929-1590

Raleigh
8411 Glenwood Avenue
919-783-7100

Raleigh
4209 Lassiter Mill Road, Ste. 130
919-600-6200

renovations | kitchen & bath

“But we also love to travel, especially to the Mediterranean, and
we wanted that incorporated into the design, too.”
Upon Greene’s recommendation, the homeowners hired designer
Lauren McKay to help with the interior design of the home, including
the renovation of the kitchen and master bathroom. “They sent me
a ton of inspiration images and it was easy to see that everything
was white, bright, and crisp and airy,” McKay says. “There was no
question about what color the cabinetry should be.” Allen & Sons
Cabinet Shop designed the custom, streamlined cabinetry with a
custom finish, which McKay complemented with maintenance-free
quartz counters. The designer, though, wanted to incorporate the
Mediterranean aesthetic the homeowners were drawn to, which
she did by adding the Moroccan-inspired backsplash accent tile. The
laser-cut geometric-wood pattern inlay in Carrara marble tile brings
a touch of warmth to the all-white kitchen while also accenting the
brass hardware and faucet.
In the master bathroom, the design team continued that same
Mediterranean aesthetic with a patterned porcelain floor tile
that was reminiscent of what the clients had seen while traveling
through Europe. From there, the team complemented with warm,
wood accents such as the custom distressed wood vanity with black
30 HOME DESIGN & DECOR TRIANGLE | AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2020

“IT WAS EASY TO SEE THAT
EVERYTHING WAS WHITE, BRIGHT,
AND CRISP AND AIRY.”
—LAUREN MCKAY

trim by Allen & Sons and a chandelier with wood accents by Generation Lighting. The grid design on the shower was inspired by images
the homeowners had pulled from Pinterest. “We wanted a soft, industrial look to the shower,” the homeowner says.
The overhaul of these two spaces completely transformed
and influenced the design of the rest of the home. “We knew
what we wanted but just couldn’t pull it together alone,” the
homeowner says. “Lauren and Tobacco Road Custom Builders
were able to bring it all to fruition and it looks amazing. Better
than we imagined.” u

palette

LOVELY LILAC
This whimsical whisper of violet sprinkles
a refreshingly sprightly spirit.
Written by Christina Spratt Spencer
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox

1

Interior designer Cathy
Austin’s bedroom
design for the 2018
Southeastern Designer
Showhouse & Gardens.

2

3

5
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1. Modern 6-Light Chandelier / $4,350 / abchome.com
2. HAY Matin Table Lamp / $195 / store.moma.org
3. Charlie Sprout Koa Pillow / $300 / anthropologie.com
4. Benjamin Moore French Lilac 1403 / $79.99 per
gallon of Aura / magnoliapaint.company
5. Clover Ottoman from Windsor Smith for
Century / to the trade / ahokelimited.com
6. Diapositive Lilac Desk by Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
for Glas Italia / $6,040 / artemest.com

PHOTOGRAPHY BY EMILY FOLLOWILL.

6

As confectionary and flowery as its namesake, this powdery pastel is singularly sugary
sweet in its lineage of purple prose, distinguished by blithe and bashfully pink undertones.
Unequivocally soft, feminine, and nostalgically youthful, it is a hue that can be peculiar
to broach with its quiet, balmy confidence and jovial nature. Its faint and innocent charm
is beautifully accentuated when coupled with crisp cotton whites, tranquil powder blue
or pale rose, and even buttery sun-filled yellows. If your taste is more savory than sweet,
stunningly sleek pairings of darker grounding neutrals like navy and charcoal, or earthy
tobacco, olive, and deep plum allow for a harmonious depth with a fresh and playful pop.

COMPLETE KITCHEN &
BATHROOM REMODELING
F R O M C O N C E P T TO C O M P L E T I O N

design board

1
2

Inspiration comes in many forms for Don Ricardo
Massenburg, the versatile creative force behind
Durham’s Design Inkredible. “My love for textiles,
art, furniture, culture, and anything bold and creative
fuels my passion for interior design,” Massenburg
says. “I look to nature, art, and the energy of the home
for design inspiration.”
Known for his classic, modern, luxury-design aesthetic
and his use of lush and sumptuous fabrics, Massenburg
begins every project with his client in mind. “Each project is
a reflection of the homeowner’s personal style and desires.
I spend time listening to the client and building a trusting
professional relationship,” Massenburg says.
This client-focused approach was evident in a recent
home-office project for an expectant father. “He had his
heart set on working from home for a couple of months
after the delivery, but there was no dedicated workspace,”
explains Massenburg, who expertly tailored the space to
fit his client’s tastes and lifestyle. “The client is a lover of
tailored suits and sport coats, so I knew that dark, bold, and
masculine was going to be the way to go in this space.”

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pinstripe White/Black Curtain Panel / $50–$80 / cb2.com
Curvilinear Mid-Century Chandelier / $499 / westelm.com
Jacob Swivel Chair / to the trade / fourhands.com
City Rug / to the trade / jaipurliving.com
Foundry Iron Rivet Round Mirror /
$596–$1,195 / restorationhardware.com

3

4

5
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PORTRAIT: KUMOLU STUDIOS; PHOTOGRAPHY BY SEAWELL BLACK.

DON
RICARDO
Massenburg

LANCASTER
LancasterCCU.com | 336.431.6655 | To the Trade

Home Design

Photography by Cat Wilborne.

Big Fun

The Great Indoors

Bring on the Blue
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Big Fun
WHEN A FAMILY
WANTED PATTERN
AND PLAY IN A
GROWN-UP WAY, THEY
CALLED ON DESIGNER
LINDSAY SPEACE TO
MAKE IT HAPPEN.

INTERIOR DESIGN
BY LINDSAY SPEACE
TEXT BY ANNE
MARIE ASHLEY
PHOTOGRAPHY
BY BRIE WILLIAMS

Architect George Watts Carr left
behind the original brick wall in
the kitchen, lending a truly unique
vibe to the room. The appliances
are from Blue Star, and the
fixtures from Newport Brass are a
statement in and of themselves.
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W

hen interior designer Lindsay Speace
received an email from her new
clients, she knew it would be a fun
A trait of Palladian architecture is that everything is designed on the axis and,
and special
project.
ex-can
in this case, allows for views from every
angle. At
the top Her
of theclients
stairs, one
look left or right down the hallwayplained
to outdoor
well as to home
the front
thatviews,
theiras“current
is a
and back. This particular vignette leads to the master bedroom and features a
wild
and
somewhat
wacky
mixture
of
lovely nail-head trim door designed by Bourgeois.
.Opposite:
. . oh hell,
everything.
We
need
our
next
house
to
be
a
‘grown-up’
As avid entertainers, the homeowners wanted their home to feel
welcoming
andwill,
comfortable.
on the
groundour
level,
the entryway
house,
if you
but alsoLocated
one that
captures
spirit.”
welcomes guests as they enter the home from the side and provides an
elegant yet warm invitation.
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A family of five, going on six, Speace’s clients needed a larger
home to accommodate their growing family. Happily, the perfect
home became available just down the street from their current
Hope Valley home. It was a beautiful brick Georgian designed
by prominent Durham architect George Watts Carr. “The house
was in beautiful condition with well-proportioned rooms, but
renovations were required to accomplish everything on the
clients’ wish list and to modernize it for a young family of six,”

A bold blue custom vent hood brings playful energy
to the kitchen space. Roman shades and seat cushions
are covered in Sister Parish fabric. OPPOSITE: In
the dining room, boldness is invited to dinner. Art by
Theresa Disney takes center stage in red, while the trim
is painted pure black. The table and chairs belong to the
homeowner and the lighting is from Noir.
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TOP: The original set of blueprints from architect George
Watts Carr, which Speace framed in burl wood and hung
above the living room couch, serve as a reminder of the
beautiful home the family has found. A roll-arm sofa is
covered in Lee Industries upholstery, and lamps from
Visual Comfort shake things up.
BOTTOM: A red lantern chandelier from Coleen and
Company greets guests heartily in the foyer, perfectly
complementing a painting from the client’s personal
collection.
OPPOSITE: The window treatments in the living room,
designed in Ferrick Mason fabric, speak for themselves.
Art by Stephanie Henderson draws the eye, and a Lucite
console from CB2 might be missed if it weren’t for
the interesting storage ottoman from One Kings Lane
flanking the edge.
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“THEY HAVE SUCH A
JOYFUL, IRREVERENT
SENSE OF STYLE, AND
I WANTED TO INFUSE
THEIR HOME WITH THAT
SAME SPIRIT BUT IN AN
ELEVATED WAY.”
—LINDSAY SPEACE
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LEFT: Guests using the powder room get
a friendly reminder that Durham is the
home of Lucky Strike and the Durham
Bulls with a classic, but original, blackand-white printed window treatment
from Spoonflower. It pairs perfectly with
an antique mirror and a sconce from
Visual Comfort.
OPPOSITE: The book nook at the top of the
stairs was a must for these former publishers.
Speace added window treatments made
from Schumacher fabric with Samuel & Sons
trim, matching the Schumacher wallpaper
to a tee. The window seat cushion from
Robert Allen brings the room to center and
is a perfect place to perch while reading a
favorite.

Speace explains. The home was
on a generously sized lot and the
original owner, who built the
house in the 1960s, had lovingly
cared for it since.
For the renovation, they
started by adding a shed dormer
off the back of the house to allow
for a large playroom and a sixth
bedroom and bathroom for their
eldest child. The kitchen, master
bedroom, and master bath were
also renovated, with a large
closet added to the master suite.
“Formerly from the children’s
book publishing world, a book
nook at the top of the stairs was
an important addition for the
parents and a place for the family
to read together,” Speace adds.
An enclosed breezeway
was added to connect the main
house to the existing carport,
which became a screened porch
complete with a drop-down projector screen for movie nights.
A separate garage was added,
which houses a gym and batting
cage on the lower level. With the
proper additions made, it was
time to create a space that made
the family feel like they’d lived
there all along.
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“When the homeowner’s reached out to me, they actually described their current home
as looking like it was decorated by Tom Hanks’s character in the movie Big, but in a good
way,” Speace laughs. She said that they wanted the new house to be more traditional, but
that they really wanted to integrate both styles into one home. “They have such a joyful,
irreverent sense of style, and I wanted to infuse their home with that same spirit but in an
elevated way,” Speace says.
Wanting to keep the integrity of the architecture and the history of the home intact,
Speace designed the rooms with that in mind as she melded the new family’s modern
and fun vibe with the Georgian construction. In the living room, Speace selected a traditional English roll-arm sofa upholstered in an aqua fabric and placed it alongside a tufted
chartreuse velvet sofa on a brass cantilevered frame. “I love the tension of traditional and
modern,” she says. “In the entry and stairwell, I employed a more traditional design and
covered the walls and windows in the same fabric but in a modern deconstructed stripe by
Miles Redd for Schumacher.”
When it came to knowing what her clients wanted in their home, Speace did what she
always does—she took inventory of her clients’ current possessions. “I like to get a sense
of what is meaningful to them—their art, collections, inherited antiques or heirlooms. It
really helps me get a sense of their style,” Speace says. From there, she pulled fabrics that
she felt spoke to her clients’ style. “For these clients, I chose pieces with big personality.
Things that were a little wonky. Color palettes that were almost Dr. Seuss-like,” she says.
One piece of inspiration came from the original owner of the home, in fact. “The
homeowners inherited the original George Watts Carr blueprints for the home,” Speace

ABOVE: The boy’s bathroom is playful with
wallpaper from Spoonflower. Blue-and-white
subway tile from Byrd Tile adds a classic look.
OPPOSITE: The guest bath is inviting and calm.
The silver mirror from West Elm adds a touch of
glamour, and the sconce from Visual Comfort
remains classic. A peek into the hallway reveals a
hand-painted custom stenciled wall.
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says. “The blue was so vivid, it seemed like
the perfect jumping-off point for the living
room. I had them framed in handsome
burl-wood frames and hung them in a grid
above the sofa.”
In the kitchen, Speace focused on some
unique details. A salvaged vent hood from
a North Carolina mill was retrofitted and
painted to match the BlueStar cobalt-blue
range. The double basin soapstone sink was
designed to anchor the island and “is as functional for a family of six as it is beautiful,”
Speace says. She adds that the brick wall
was original to the home and a hallmark of
George Watts Carr’s design. This is one of
her favorite rooms in the home.
Speace says that she likes to try to
incorporate new vendors in each of her
projects. For this project, she used wallpaper
from Flat Vernacular, fabric from Ferrick
Mason, Sister Parish, and Wayne Pate, and
a Durham-themed fabric from local printer
Spoonflower. “My aesthetic is always
evolving, but rooted in a love of color, art, and
beautiful fabrics,” Speace explains. “Each
project brings new influences and inspiration
driven by my clients. I love that I get to be a
bit of a chameleon and design in a variety of
different styles and interpret each client’s
aesthetic through my lens.” u

RIGHT: In the girl’s bathroom, cheerful yellow
penny tile from Byrd Tile dots the floor, and
groovy floral wallpaper from Flat Vernacular adds
a young and vibrant touch. The sconce from Stray
Dog Designs offers more whimsy.
OPPOSITE: The quintessential boys room covers
all bases, from stuffed hamburgers to Ewok prints,
provided by the homeowner. The matching bed
and nightstand from Pottery Barn Kids are offered
in never-out-of-style gray.
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The designer opted for custom linen Fabricut
slipcovers for the Ethan Allen Somers Windsor
side chairs. A Contemporary Rustic Dining
Table by Woodland Creek sits atop a custom
area rug from Eatmans Carpets & Interiors.

INTERIOR DESIGN BY
SANDRA MONCADA-MAINZ
TEXT BY LINDSAY M. POWELL
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CAT WILBORNE
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THE GREAT
INDOORS

WHEN A RALEIGH FAMILY
BUILDS A CUSTOM
HOME IN THE NORTH
RIDGE NEIGHBORHOOD,
THEY ENLIST DESIGNER
SANDRA MONCADA-MAINZ
TO HELP BRING THE
OUTDOORS IN.
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A sculptural staircase with a simple iron railing
flanks the entry of the home. The wall sconce from
Kuzco Lighting brings a contemporary element to
the space, while the striking Chute multi-pendant
light floats above. OPPOSITE: The floor-to-ceiling
armoire-type cabinetry with its mix of solid and glass
doors keeps the kitchen feeling light and airy. The
black Ascendra cabinet pulls by Top Knobs were
purchased at Bird Decorative Hardware & Bath.
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L

ongtime Raleigh residents had reached the
stage in life when their three children were
beginning to trickle off to college. Ready for
a new home that would suit their changing
lifestyle, they found the perfect location in a
golf course–adjacent lot beautifully situated
in Raleigh’s North Ridge neighborhood.
They hired Frazier Home Design to design a custom
home that would take advantage of the property’s stunning
views and allow for effortless entertaining with an open
floorplan. Once the home, built by Blue Heron Signature
Homes, was ready, they called on Sandra Moncada-Mainz
of Couture Haus Interior Design. She was the only designer
they wanted to work with.

The devoted clients had worked with Moncada-Mainz on
their previous home and knew from experience that their
creative partnership worked. “We just complement each
other very well,” explains the homeowner. “She comes up
with things I never would have thought of. It’s like she reads
my mind.” While it would have been easy to replicate the
modern-farmhouse style of the previous home that they had
loved, the clients wanted to incorporate a more contemporary aesthetic into the interiors this go-round.
“The home is designed to bring the outdoors in, so
they wanted minimal furniture and to keep everything
simple with beautiful details throughout,” Moncada-Mainz
explains. The designer focused on striking features to
complement the open-concept layout, like the sculptural
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Two Prescott Pendants by Tech
Lighting float above the Taj Mahal
leather quartzite kitchen island.
Moncada-Mainz had her client’s
West Elm barstools recovered in
Schumacher Emile fabric.
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“THE HOME IS DESIGNED TO BRING
THE OUTDOORS IN, SO THEY WANTED
MINIMAL FURNITURE AND TO KEEP
EVERYTHING SIMPLE WITH BEAUTIFUL
DETAILS THROUGHOUT.”
—SANDRA MONCADA-MAINZ

staircase with its simple iron railing and the dramatic LED
pendant light reminiscent of a wind chime that floats above
it. With most of the rooms having beautiful views or access
to the outdoor space, pool, or golf course, she prioritized
furniture placement to create a seamless indoor-outdoor
flow. “We designed the house specific to the lot, and we love
the outdoor space,” the client adds.
But it’s the kitchen that is the true centerpiece of the
home. The Taj Mahal leathered-quartzite countertops and
backsplash are the standout features. “We opted for floor-toceiling armoire-type cabinetry on one side,” Moncada-Mainz
explains, “mixing solid and glass doors to keep the space
light and airy.” The facing side features matching floor-toceiling cabinetry to conceal the refrigerator and freezer,
keeping the look clean and beautiful. Floating shelves flank
the range hood and sculptural windows.
Adjacent to the kitchen sits the scullery, which was
designed to house anything that would detract from the
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kitchen’s beauty—although the scullery is no eye-sore.
Moncada-Mainz paired dark Dekton Kelya countertops with
a milky, glazed porcelain-tile backsplash that sets off the
matte-black swing arm light. Pantry goods and kitchen appliances neatly line the white shelves that wrap around to
the stainless-steel sink with its pull-down faucet.
The open-concept common space flows from the kitchen
to the less-is-more modern-farmhouse dining room, then
through the glass accordion doors to the patio and into the
family room. Designed with ample seating for the whole
family, the family room features Society District Slate tile in
matte to surround the fireplace—the focal point of the room.
Just off of the family room sits the billiard room, with its
walls lined with textured Rivets wallpaper by Phillip Jeffries.
An oval suspension chandelier illuminates the billiard table
below. “I love the billiard room,” the designer admits.
Moncada-Mainz created a calm and serene bedroom
with a muted colorway. The Sherwin-Williams Sea Salt wall

The Society District Slate tile in matte surrounds the
fireplace that serves as the focal point of the family room.
The Grace Chandelier by Tech Lighting hangs above the
Huntington House sectional from Furnitureland South.
The custom window treatments are Trend in Aqua by
Fabricut. OPPOSITE: The Phillip Jeffries Rivet wallpaper
in Bronze on Jute provides a textured backdrop to the
billiard room. The Eerie Linear Suspension Chandelier by
Kuzco
Lighting
lights the&billiard
table
below.
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The swing arm light by Innovations is set off by the
scullery backsplash, which the designer lined in a
glazed porcelain tile in Remedy by Daltile. The Kohler
sink in a stainless-steel finish and the Milton faucet
by Moen sit atop the Dekton Kelya countertops
by Cosentino. OPPOSITE: Moncada-Mainz chose a
Pastoral Dining Chandelier by Framburg and a Large
Cone 1 Light Swing Arm light by Innovations to
illuminate the mudroom. Custom Roman shades by
Schumacher lend privacy to the space.
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color allows the golf-course view to shine as the focal point
through the large windows. Wood beams adorn the high
ceilings, bringing warmth to the space, and the stainless
steel and crystal chandelier serves as a striking contrast.
Off the bedroom sits the spa-worthy master bath with
its Silestone Calacatta Gold suede countertops and porcelain-tile walls. Mosaic glass tiles adorn the walls of the
walk-in shower with a brushed-nickel showerhead and a
long built-in bench. “Sandra came up with the tile design,
mirrors, and lighting,” the client says. “I knew what I
wanted but I didn’t know how to pull it all together.”
“I love these clients because we are always building
on each other’s ideas and trying to make the best house
possible,” Moncada-Mainz says. She helped her clients
realize their vision of a home that would welcome their
children back in the future and function for them as they
transition into life as empty nesters. “I love my kitchen and
I love that I can stand at that island and see everything that
is going on in every part of the house and the outdoors,” the
client says. “No matter what’s going on in the house I can be
in the kitchen and still be a part of it.” u

OPPOSITE: The designer selected a mosaic glass tile by Daltile for the
shower wall, ceiling, and accent band. Ambassador Wanderlust porcelain
tile in a matte finish line the side walls. The Moen faucet and Kohler sink
are lit by the Traverso sconce above.
LEFT: For the guest bathroom, the designer chose the Modern Hearth
porcelain tile by Daltile and had it set in a herringbone pattern. The
Retro Hex floor tile in matte-black set with matching grout provides a
welcomed contrast. The handheld showerhead is by Moen.
RIGHT: The large windows of the bedroom frame the picturesque
view of the golf course. Wood beams add warmth to the muted color
palette. RH bedding and a custom bolster covered in Anna French
fabric adorn the upholstered Ethan Allen bed.
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BRING on the BLUE
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DESIGNERS LILES DUNNIGAN AND
ZANDY GAMMONS CREATE A DESIGN
SCHEME THAT USES THE NEW
NEUTRAL BLUE AS ITS INSPIRATION.

INTERIOR DESIGN BY LILES DUNNIGAN AND
ZANDY GAMMONS OF THE WAREHOUSE INTERIORS
TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DUSTIN PECK

In the living room,
the pair of chairs from
Kincaid Furniture are
swathed in a durable
performance fabric
by Kravet. The Stanley
Furniture malachite
stools by the fireplace
add another place
for seating while
entertaining.
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The designers wanted to create an
elegant but not too formal aesthetic
in the dining room, so they used the
playful, transitional fabric on the
host chairs by TCS Furniture. The
drapery fabric is by Osborne & Little,
the sideboard is by Phillips Scott, and
the chandelier is by Visual Comfort.
OPPOSITE: To create interest in the
large foyer, the designers added a
floral-patterned grasscloth wallcovering
by Thibaut. A white lacquered ceiling
reflects light off the wallcovering, giving
the space a natural shimmer.
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P

aula and Tom Werk loved to flip through
shelter magazines, paging through the
interiors and drawing inspiration for their
own home. While the couple didn’t have a
need for an interior designer at that time, the
work of two young designers caught their
eyes. “We were looking through this magazine, actually, and
just fell in love with Liles’s and Zandy’s work,” says Paula
of Liles Dunnigan and Zandy Gammons, founders of The
Warehouse Interiors. “Then a friend of ours used them for
their home and we loved what they’d done.”

But while the couple was smitten with the designers’
work, they could not find a lot—or a builder—that they loved.
After searching the Raleigh area and coming up emptyhanded, the Werks came across an existing home by Tuscany
Construction Group. It was close to Five Points and checked
off all their boxes. “We just stumbled upon this home,” laughs
Paula of their find. “We wanted a house with a flat lot so
we could add a pool. In this home, you could walk right out,
down a few stairs, and down to the pool area.” Architecturally, the home was a departure from their previous residence,
which was a traditional red-brick home. “This residence has
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all the lines of modern architecture,” Dunnigan says, “but has
rustic elements, as well.”
After enlisting Gammons and Dunnigan, the designers began to
pull together an interior aesthetic based on interviews and dozens of
conversations with their clients. “They really wanted something that
was fresh and new,” Gammons says. “They’d lived in their previous
home for twenty years and everything they had was very traditional.” The designers teased out of their clients some key things
they loved, too, including a penchant for a color palette of blues and
greens as well as a love for sophisticated, modern, and transitional
patterns. The Werks didn’t, however, want to start completely from
scratch. “They had some family heirlooms and antiques that they
wanted to work into the overall aesthetic,” Dunnigan explains. “So
we really wanted to either update those or mix them seamlessly
with some of the new, more modern pieces, textures, and patterns
throughout the home.” Also of great importance: paring down the
number of accessories and furnishings so that when Paula decorates
for holidays—as she does with several throughout the year—the
home doesn’t look cluttered.

ABOVE: To tie in the color palette of the dining room, the designers painted
the piano room in Benjamin Moore Downpour Blue. The homeowners’
existing piano and portraits help balance the more transitional details such as
the drapery hardware and finials by artist Louise Gaskill and the throw pillows
by Charlotte-based artist Windy O’Connor.
OPPOSITE: The designers pushed their clients outside of their comfort zones
with the wallpaper selections by Phillip Jeffries and Zoffany in the hallway and
powder room, respectively. The artwork is by ArtSource.
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TOP & BOTTOM: Gammons and Dunnigan toned down the color palette in
the master bedroom to create a serene, relaxing space. The upholstered bed
is by Stanley Furniture, the nightstands are by Woodbridge Furniture, the
bench is by Phillips Scott, and the artwork is by local artist Angela Nesbit.

The designers started with the dining room, using the Osborne &
Little drapery fabric as the inspiration for the design. “The fabric has
blues and greens and a little yellow and coral that really set the tone
for the color palette for the rest of the home,” Gammons says. “We
really kept those same colors and shades flowing.” The Werks also
became smitten with the vintage Turkish rug, which complemented
the modern pattern in the host chairs by TCS Furniture. To draw
the eye up to the dramatic crystal chandelier by Visual Comfort, the
designers painted the tray ceiling a bold cobalt blue.
“Ultimately, we want a home to represent our client’s style and
taste,” Dunnigan explains. “We like to push our clients to do some
things aesthetically that maybe they wouldn’t pick out on their own.
And almost always, they come back and say those places where we
nudged them a bit are now their favorite parts of their homes.” Such
was the case in the hallway leading toward the powder room, where
the duo presented a modern-patterned wallpaper by Phillip Jeffries.
This complemented the stunning artwork from ArtSource and the
transitional wallpaper by Zoffany in the adjacent powder room.
“Liles and Zandy were just so good at putting things together in a
way that I would not have imagined before,” Paula says. “They’re so
talented in that way.”
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The plain white wall behind
the soaking tub in the master
bathroom was elevated with the
addition of a tile wall. They coupled
the look with a Roman shade in a
Charlotte Gaisford fabric.
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Of the pieces that the Werks wanted to incorporate into the
design of their home, their piano was one that the designers had
their eyes on. “We knew Paula and Tom wanted the piano in the
home somewhere, and placing it in the living room immediately
elevated the space,” Dunnigan says. The living room is directly
opposite the dining room, so to tie the two rooms together, the designers painted the entire room in the sleek and modern Benjamin
Moore Downpour Blue. Throw pillows in a contemporary fabric by
Charlotte-based artist Windy O’Connor, the brass light fixture by
Visual Comfort, and draperies by Travers help pull it all together.
Though there were times the Werks were pushed a bit outside
of their comfort zone, they both say they would do it all over again.
“They really felt out our personalities and wanted to bring that to
life in our home,” Paula says. “They listened to us, they brought us
options, and they pulled together something that I never could on
my own. We love our home.” u

LEFT: Gammons and Dunnigan utilized the homeowners’ family heirlooms
and antiques in the upstairs recreation room. They updated these pieces with
a Schumacher drapery fabric and brass drapery hardware as well as with the
light fixture by Currey & Company.
OPPOSITE: In the upstairs recreation room, the designers covered the
barstools in a bold Thibaut fabric to give a punch of color to the otherwise
neutral space.
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Creating Custom Landscaping

Designed to meet your budget
and exceed your expectations.
EXPERT SERVICE | ROOTED IN QUALITY | UNIQUE GIFTS

919.460.7747
GardenSupplyCo.com
1421 OLD APEX ROAD, CARY, NC 27513
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Featured Advertiser Editorial

HOME IMPROVEMENT

WAY BEYOND
BASIC
Choosing a handmade custom tile is the way to make
a personal statement in your kitchen or bath.

I

f you’re looking to create a home that is fresh
and distinctive, skip off-the-shelf tile from a big
box retailer. You can make a unique statement
by choosing custom tiles designed by artists who
create original patterns.
Providing access to handmade and handpainted artisan-created tile is a specialty of Triangle Tile &
Stone of NC. In fact, many of the showroom’s customers
visit specifically to order these artisan tiles and work with
Triangle Tile & Stone of NC’s designers to create a custom
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layout in innovative patterns and unique colors and materials appropriate for the kitchen, the bath, or even the foyer
floor. By combining these tiles in thoughtful and creative
ways, the result becomes an art form that is as unique as
the homeowners who choose it.
As an exclusive Raleigh retailer of artisan product lines,
such as those from Country Floors and Tabarka Studio,
Triangle Tile & Stone of NC co-owner Kelli Naramore
says these artistic custom-made decorative tiles can be
arranged in one-of-a-kind patterns and use a range of

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF COUNTRY FLOORS.

Written by Dana W. Todd

“CUSTOMERS KNOW US
FOR COOL PRODUCTS,
WHICH INCLUDE OUR
ARTISAN LINES MADE
IN THE USA AND FROM
AROUND THE WORLD.”

TOP: COURTESY OF COUNTRY FLOORS; BOTTOM: COURTESY OF TABARKA.

—KELLI NARAMORE

materials, including glass, porcelain, natural stone,
ceramic, cement, metal, wood, and terra-cotta.
“The choices go way beyond basic floor tiles,” Naramore
says. “Customers know us for cool products, which include
our artisan lines made in the USA and from around the
world. You can’t find them anywhere else in town.”
Tabarka’s artisan tile, for example, is inspired by
cultures around the world and focuses heavily on terracotta, antiqued wood, and special stone products. Country
Floors is a fifty-five-year-old heritage brand that is known
for its ultra-rich textures and artful hand-painted glazes. It
launches new artisan tile collections several times each year
in both classic and modern looks and has been internationally recognized in the industry.
Choosing art is a personal expression, and choosing tile
that is 100-percent custom is the best way for homeowners
to express their stylistic flair. Artistic custom tile can represent individual personalities and tastes through specially
designed mosaics, the use of novel tile materials, or combining tiles to produce a signature look.
Besides exclusive product offerings, Naramore is sure
Triangle Tile & Stone of NC has the best and most beautiful
showroom in town. “We receive compliments all the time on
our showroom experience. Our product range is expansive,”
she says about the 4,500-square-foot showroom that has
served the Raleigh area since 2001.
One-on-one appointments between Triangle Tile & Stone
of NC designers and homeowners provide the focused attention needed to custom style just about any surface in
the home, regardless of a homeowner’s design skills. An
assigned designer will help you personally create a special
pattern in a backsplash, countertop, or tile floor that represents your family’s interests and style. u
Schedule an appointment at TRIANGLE TILE & STONE OF NC at
901 TRINITY ROAD or visit TRIANGLETILE.COM.
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The Triangle’sPremier location for interior design, home decor & accessories

furniture lighting accessories
upholstery carpet & rugs
artwork fabrics wall coverings window treatments
gifts tableware custom ordering & interior design services
Check us out on facebook

and instagram

and online: www.nestdesignraleigh.com

Featured Advertiser Editorial

REMODELING

DREAM BIG
CQC Home is improving the lives of its
clients, one remodel at a time.
Written by Lee Rhodes
Photography by Catherine Wilborne

P

erhaps you’ve decided it’s prime time for a
(home) facelift. Whether you’re just starting to
dream about a remodel or you’re ready for a
renovation, you’re likely feeling overwhelmed.
CQC Home, a remodeler based in Durham and
Raleigh, can take the pressure out of the process.
With an award-winning remodeling team led by Ken and Ericka
Combs, CQC Home is not your average home remodeler.
Born and raised in Durham, Ken has a special affinity for his
city and cares deeply about his team, his clients, and the com-
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munity. He sees the remodeling process as an integral way to
demonstrate this level of care.
“We care deeply about our clients and are committed to providing the very best experience from start to finish. If CQC Home had
one bit of knowledge we would like to share with our community,
it would be our mission statement,” Ericka explains, “which is to
tangibly improve the lives of our clients and employees.”
For clients, this unfolds as the remodeling process progresses, beginning with the design phase, which is where a
homeowner’s vision comes to life. Once the design agreement

is signed, homeowners obtain access to CQC’s project management software, known as CoConstruct. The CQC Design Team
then arrives at the home to take measurements and “before”
photographs. They address the homeowner's requirements and
dream a little with them to help them become inspired by both
functionality and spatial awareness of the remodeled space. CQC
staff has a deep knowledge of style, current design trends, and
the ins-and-outs of material selections.
Sketches, elevations, and 3D rendering software provide
clients with access to several different design concepts. The
next step is a visit to the Durham showroom, which holds a
variety of cabinet, countertop, and tile options from which to
choose. Here, customers finalize floor plans and start selecting the materials with an interior designer. In addition, CQC
helps homeowners navigate the often-overwhelming process of
deciding on critical details, such as which backsplash goes best
with which color countertop.
Utilizing CoConstruct allows CQC the flexibility to customize
every project, clearly present the specs and selections, maintain
a clear schedule, and retain all pertinent documents in one easyto-find location. The design team uploads all drawings, selections, and schedules into the system for ease of keeping up with
the many moving parts, such as those associated with a recent
historic renovation in Chapel Hill.

“WE CARE DEEPLY ABOUT OUR
CLIENTS AND ARE COMMITTED
TO PROVIDING THE VERY
BEST EXPERIENCE FROM START
TO FINISH.”—ERICKA COMBS
In this case, the team was able to seamlessly merge the old
and the new, honoring classic features but incorporating modern
ones as well. They opened the main living area to the rest of the
home, but kept an original fireplace intact. They fully renovated
the kitchen, but retained a spectacular brick feature from an old
furnace. They also added a master en suite bathroom to the main
level, incorporating black hexagon tile as an ode to the past. It’s
details such as these that make CQC renovations truly unique
and personalized for CQC clients.
“My favorite design elements are typically the finishing
touches,” Ericka concludes. “Paint colors, the finishes on the
plumbing and electrical fixtures, along with the smallest of
details to the cabinet hardware—these seem to really pull
rooms together.” u

For more information, please call 919-971-5119
or visit CQCHOME.COM.
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1908 EASTWOOD ROAD, WILMINGTON, NC 28403 | 910-256-6050
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LUXURY is OUR SPECIALTY

POOL PATIOS | POOL HOUSES | STONEWORK | FIREPLACES | WATER FEATURES | LANDSCAPING | OUTDOOR KITCHENS | NIGHT LIGHTING | IRRIGATION

Bringing
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to

reality

For over 30 years

Turn- Key Projects
Landscape Design
Landscape Construction
General Contracting
onslandscape.com
(919) 384 - 1800
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KITCHEN AND BATH

HEART of
the HOME

Kitchen & Bath Galleries can make your
(kitchen) dreams come true.
Written by Lee Rhodes
Photography by Verrill Photography

B

reathe new life into your kitchen with the help of
Kitchen & Bath Galleries, a full-service, one-stopshop kitchen and bath showroom that offers quality
products, installation, and professional design. The
latter sets K&B Galleries apart from other remodelers in that you partner with an experienced interior
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designer who will not only advise on appliances, countertops, and
cabinetry, but also on lighting, flooring, and everything in between.
Home Design & Decor sat down with K&B Galleries’ Senior
Designer Michelle Verrill to discuss how she works with clients to
fully customize a kitchen to their particular tastes and needs, as
well as what’s currently trending in the heart of the home.

“THE KITCHEN IS THE HEART OF
THE HOME. IT’S WHERE FAMILIES
GATHER AND HAVE DINNER
TOGETHER AND WIND DOWN
FOR THE DAY.”—MICHELLE VERRILL
HD&D: Talk a little about your process to help clients create a
design solution that will align with their taste, space, and budget.
How do you work alongside them to accomplish that?
K&B Galleries: I like to talk about a client’s needs and balance
function and aesthetics. We typically have a few rounds of revisions
to get everything perfect for them and how they use their kitchen.
We can even get as specific as what we’re putting in each cabinet
and in every drawer.
HD&D: What kitchen trends are we seeing this summer?  
K&B Galleries: I’m seeing warmer tones coming back in cabinetry
and wall paint colors. I’ve been doing some custom colored islands,
which has been fun. People are also adding more accessories to
make their kitchen function better for them. I would say clients are
going larger with their ranges. I’ve recently been designing more
kitchens with 48-inch-wide ranges.
HD&D: What are your favorite kitchen design elements?
K&B Galleries: I love finding something that creates interest in a
space, whether it be the countertops or tile. Something that has that
“wow” element. And you don’t want too many crazy things going on
to take away from it.
HD&D: How do you make kitchens “livable”? What does that
word mean to you?
K&B Galleries: Making a space livable is making it more practical
and functional but still looking good and updated. To me, livable
means making something function better. The kitchen is the heart
of the home. It’s where families gather and have dinner together
and wind down for the day. You want to make that space inviting
and easy to use.
HD&D: What’s the best compliment you’ve received from a client?
K&B Galleries: I love it when a client is ecstatic about their new
kitchen. But the best compliment is when they come back to do
another project. You know that they trust you and had a great
experience the first time. u
Visit KITCHEN & BATH GALLERIES at one of their four locations
or online at KANDBGALLERIES.COM.
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Call (919) 773-8990 for a free in-home design consultation
and estimate or visit us online at closetfactory.com
Showroom: 2031 Production Dr., Apex, NC 27539
the art of organization
©2020 Closet Factory. All right reserved.
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CLASSIC OFFERINGS FOR SOPHISTICATED
HOME FURNISHING TASTES

SINCE 1939
INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES AVAILABLE

North Raleigh: 5640 Capital Boulevard • 919-954-0025 • Monday through Saturday 10 - 4 • Closed Sunday
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GARDEN ART
By David Payne
Photography by Chip Henderson

Customize your view by adding objets d’art
to your outdoor living areas.
Are you tired of gardening in the summer heat? Do you need a dose of
color or interest in the landscape to last you through the winter and
beyond? Do you want to express your creativity in the yard? Garden
art can be the answer to all of these questions. There’s no better way
to enhance your landscape.
Whether adding individual items or a themed grouping in the
yard, art additions are a wonderful way to make a statement and add
interest outside of trees, shrubbery, perennials, and annual flowers.
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You can purchase stock pieces or customize your garden art by
either making your own or commissioning a single unique piece,
such as the large dovecote I commissioned from England that now
lives in my backyard. Express your unique style by adding art
elements like garden benches, birdhouses, brightly painted furniture, colorful pots, or rocks. Other ideas include strategically placed
weeping or colorful plants, as well as fountains, gazing balls, and
sculptures. Use these art pieces in unique places and in creative
ways, like to soften a hard angle or turn in a pathway. Larger objects
can serve as focal points that can be seen from a distance, while
smaller art can accent a garden nook.

“GARDEN ART SHOULD ENHANCE
OR COMPLEMENT THE CURRENT
LANDSCAPE, NOT REPLACE OR
COMPETE WITH IT.”
Art objects can be focused around a theme, such as a collection that
expresses a homeowner’s interests, or they can be added based on color
or to attain a certain feeling. Whimsical sculptures are an example of “feel
good” garden art and can be added in the form of colorfully painted metal
animal objects, topiaries snipped from evergreen perennials, carefully
placed stepping stones that make a picture on the garden floor, or hanging
creations that float from tree limbs. Here’s where you can let your creativity shine and design a piece that works uniquely with the existing plants.
Ultimately, garden art should enhance or complement the current
landscape, not replace or compete with it. Choosing the appropriate size,
color, and material will go a long way toward achieving the feel you want
in that section of outdoor living space. Just like art inside the home, art in
the garden needs to be thoughtful, well-placed, and not overwhelming in
size or number of items. u
DAVID PAYNE is owner of HOME & GARDEN LANDSCAPES and can be
reached at 919-801-0211 or HOMEANDGARDENLANDSCAPES.COM.
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NO RULES
By Jon Rufty

All the bells and whistles are available with
custom kitchen islands and range hoods.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DUSTIN PECK.

Imagine the kitchen of your dreams, with each detail
designed exactly as you want it. The best way to achieve a
dreamy kitchen is to custom build it, adding creative and
unique elements, textures, finishes, colors, and designs that
express your personal style.
Two of the most creative elements in a kitchen—islands and
range hoods—can be completely customized so you end up with
a kitchen unlike any other.
Custom kitchen islands have become the central focus of
the kitchen—a room that is already the central hub of the home.

Islands have moved from purely utilitarian functions to appealing
focal points. Interesting countertop shapes—curves, beveled and
waterfall edges, streamlined and square—are the starting point
for customizing an island. The wide range of natural stone and
engineered countertop choices today mean homeowners can add
any shade of color and movement and even customize countertop
depth. Island bases can echo the colors and design of the kitchen’s
primary cabinetry, or they can branch out with a complementary
design statement of their own. Homeowners may want to use
a beautifully grained natural wood island to warm up a white
kitchen, or they may consider painting the base cabinetry a different color or darker shade than the upper cabinetry to ground the
space. Adding custom molding creates an island reminiscent of
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furniture, while built-in appliances like microwave drawers,
beverage fridges, and refrigerated drawers can make it
one of the most functional parts of the kitchen. An island
can provide extra storage while still being beautiful. Customize it with bookshelves for cookbooks, glass tilt-out bin
drawers, or additional base cabinetry.
What you add above the island can further customize the kitchen experience. Light fixtures are another
chance to radically customize the space, moving the
kitchen to a more contemporary feel, traditionally
inspired, or just plain funky.
For those who choose to integrate a stovetop into the
island, a unique range hood design can be the jewelry the
island needs.
Rufty Homes’ interior designer network provides resources and inspiration for homeowners, who work with
a qualified professional to express creativity through
uniquely shaped range hoods or those constructed with
novel materials. Like islands, range hoods have moved out
of the realm of purely functional kitchen elements and into
the domain of creative ingenuity. Adding details such as
brass accents, integrated lighting, and recessed shelving
can create a truly custom look.
There’s no one way to make your kitchen stand out
as a unique and beautiful space. As I always like to say,
“If you can dream it, we can build it.” Forgetting the
trends and designing what you love is the best way to
put a stamp on the hub of the home. There are no rules
to follow in custom construction. u

TOP: ANNA ROUTH; BOTTOM: TAD DAVIS.

“FORGETTING
THE TRENDS AND
DESIGNING WHAT
YOU LOVE IS THE
BEST WAY TO PUT A
STAMP ON THE HUB
OF THE HOME.”

Contact RUFTY HOMES at 919-460-8550
or email JON@RUFTY.COM.
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Dream, Design, Build with the Wake Remodeling Team.

2019 HBA REMODELING AWARDS

BEST BATHROOM $30,000 - $40,000

BEST KITCHEN FACELIFT

BEST ATTIC UNDER $50,000

Call for your no obligation virtual or in-person consultation today.
Our Showroom is located in Historic Downtown Apex • M-F 10a-4p BY APPOINTMENT

(919) 272-0048 • 121 N. Salem Street • Apex, NC 27502 • WakeRemodeling.com
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THE MAGICAL
MATIRA
By Sunny Surana

Classic elegance that stands up to time
and constant use.
The classic tones of white and gray stand the test of time—
no trends in sight. Natural stone slabs with cream and gray
coloration are our best sellers at CRS for a reason; they are
extremely adaptable to traditional, transitional, or modern
home design. So it stands to reason that our Matira quartzite imported from Brazil is one of our most popular natural
stones. CRS Marble & Granite has partnered exclusively with
Brazilian stone extraction and processing company Thor
Granitos to bring our customers a beautiful natural-stone
option like Matira quartzite.
Matira makes an elegant statement with very subtle lightgray veining that moves across an off-white slab. Its white
background is reminiscent of Italian Calacatta marble, while
its whisper-light veining resembles Carrara marble. As a
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quartzite, Matira is a natural stone that is known for its heat
resistance, hardness, durability, and ability to mimic the look
of marble without the maintenance. It is a good choice for
walls, floors, countertops, backsplashes, and more applications, and its durability isn’t limited to indoor use. It can be
finished in many ways, such as polished, honed, and brushed.
Not to be confused with quartz, which is an engineered stone,
quartzite is one of the most indestructible natural stones in
the marketplace.
Although it’s tempting to choose a natural stone from
photos of slabs and completed projects, it’s best to choose this
stone in person. So we encourage you to visit CRS to select
the perfect stone for your home-improvement needs. We have
created one of the nation’s largest countertop-selection showrooms, stocking more than 450 quartzite, Dolomite, marble,
and soapstone slabs, and more than 70 engineered quartz
slabs. In all, we have more than 10,000 slabs from which to

choose. Choosing the right stone is a big decision, and one
you’ll want to make up-close and in-person at our showroom
and not via photos on the web, where colors can be deceiving.
What you see online may be the perfect vision of your dream
kitchen or foyer entrance, but it’s best to back that up with
the full experience of visiting the showroom and seeing the
actual slab you are considering. Remember, quartzite is a
natural stone created in the earth and, as such, there will be
slight variations from slab to slab.
If you’d like to avoid making trendy purchases that will
be a large part of your day-to-day life for many years, Matira
quartzite for your home-design project is a good bet. Visit
the CRS indoor showroom to choose a specific Matira slab
for your home or browse very rare colors of natural stone
products and quartz slabs. u

“ALTHOUGH IT’S TEMPTING TO
CHOOSE A NATURAL STONE
FROM PHOTOS OF SLABS AND
COMPLETED PROJECTS, IT’S BEST
TO CHOOSE THIS STONE IN PERSON.”

Contact Sunny Surana at CRS MARBLE & GRANITE’S Raleigh showroom
at 7521 Exhibit Court, or visit CRSGRANITE.COM.

CELEBRATING FIFTEEN YEARS. FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED.

Raleigh Showroom
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Thin Brick · Installs Anywhere · Changes Everything

Adding thin brick to your home doesn’t have to be a major undertaking. We’ve got
all the steps to get you started — and the best part? You can do it on your own!
Ask a General Shale representative for details today!
generalshale.com | 919-828-0541
8820 Westgate Park Drive, Raleigh, NC 27617

Thin Brick Flat and Corner Pieces

Gregg Museum of Art & Design
Online exhibition
gregg.arts.ncsu.edu

Good as Gold: Fashioning
Senegalese Women
Leonardo Drew: Making
Chaos Legible

Stay Home and Learn

North Carolina Museum of Art
August 8–October 18
ncartmuseum.org

Duke Gardens is offering a variety of
opportunities for people to connect
with nature from the comfort of
their homes. Their series of live
virtual science and nature programs
includes youth ecoEXPLORE classes
and weekly Zoom discussions led
by Jan Little, director of education
and programs at Duke Gardens,
introducing participants to seasonal
plants. Those unable to attend live
classes can view the extensive audio
and video collection, live webcams,
and home gardening resources to
learn about harvesting rainwater,
tree pruning, installing honeybees,
and more.

North Carolina Museum of Art is
pleased to present two exhibitions
opening simultaneously in August.

All is Possible is a tribute to Mary Ann
Scherr, a larger-than-life designer
who influenced the metal and design
communities for over six decades.
Scherr was one of the first female
industrial designers and the first
woman designer to work in the
automobile industry. The exhibition title
communicates Scherr’s zest for life as
well as the many creative possibilities
she saw in metal design, leading to a
decades-long career in the field. All is
Possible includes numerous examples
of Scherr’s innovative jewelry, body
monitors, and design work. This is
currently an online exhibition. Please
check gregg.arts.ncsu.edu for updates
regarding in-person visits.

Good as Gold: Fashioning Senegalese
Women is the first major exhibition of
Senegalese gold jewelry to date that
focuses on the history of Senegal’s gold,
from past to present, and the beauty
and complexity of the way Senegalese
women use ornament and fashion to
present themselves. A key theme of the
exhibition is the Senegalese concept of
sañse (a Wolof word for dressing up or
looking and feeling good). Good as Gold
explores how a woman in a city like
Dakar might use a piece of gold jewelry
to build a carefully tailored, elegant
fashion ensemble.

Leonardo Drew: Making Chaos Legible
is a two-part project by contemporary
artist Leonardo Drew that features a
monumental outdoor sculpture, City in
the Grass, along with a gallery exhibition
that provides a more in-depth look at his
diverse body of work. Using a variety of
materials such as wood, cotton, canvas,
paper, steel, aluminum, and sand, Drew
makes dynamic sculptures that explode
and expand into their spaces. These
gravity-defying pieces convey a feeling
of barely contained or restrained
energy and chaos.
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Sarah P. Duke Gardens
Ongoing
gardens.duke.edu

Duke Gardens does not yet have
a reopening date. Please follow
gardens.duke.edu/covid-19 for the
latest information.

MARY ANN SCHERR PHOTO COURTESY OF THE SCHERR FAMILY; LEONARDO DREW PHOTO COURTESY OF NORTH CAROLINA MUSEUM OF ART; GARDEN PHOTOS COURTESY OF DUKE GARDENS.

All is Possible: Mary Ann
Scherr’s Legacy in Metal
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